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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an impartial simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT)-
assisted cooperation mechanism for a non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) downlink scenario.
Specifically, both a cell-center user and a cell-edge user apply the power-splitting technique and utilize
the harvested energy to forward the other user’s information on the premise of successful decoding
of their own information. Both analytical and numerical results show that the proposed impartial user
cooperation mechanism (IUCM) outperforms the traditional partial cooperation mechanism in terms
of outage probability, diversity order and diversity-multiplexing trade-off (DMT). For comparison,
we further incorporate the IUCM into an orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA)
framework, which is shown to preserve the same diversity order, while has a worse but more flexible
DMT performance in comparison with the IUCM in the NOMA framework. Although the IUCM in
OFDMA has a worse outage performance, it is proved that it has the same optimal system outage
probability with the IUCM in NOMA when the relaying channel between the two users is error-free.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has been recognized as a promising multiple access
technique for the fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks to improve spectral efficiency [1].
Power-domain NOMA, whose key idea is to allocate different power levels to different users
using the same time, frequency and code, has drawn significant research interests owing to its
low implementation complexity and high compatibility with other techniques [2]. Specifically,
the users within the service area of a base station (BS) are grouped opportunistically. For each
group, the users with a weaker channel condition is allocated with a higher power such that
the users with a stronger channel condition can subtract the signals of the users with a weaker
channel condition from their observations by applying the successive interference cancellation
(SIC) technique [3]. In this way, the users remove as much interference as possible and then
detect their desired signals. Particularly, the work in [4] revealed that NOMA can achieve a
30% system-level performance improvement than orthogonal multiple access (OMA), while [5]
investigated the bit error rate of NOMA downlink transmissions under different channel fading
types. To further improve the quality-of-service (QoS), the authors in [6] proposed a cooperation
scheme in the NOMA framework, which can attain a diversity order of K at all the K users.
Cooperative behaviors will definitely incur additional energy consumption at helping nodes.
It is desirable that this energy consumption could be compensated by the source node since
it benefits from the cooperative transmission. In this regard, simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer (SWIPT), a promising solution to face the tremendous energy consumption
growth in the imminent 5G era [7]–[9], can be applied between source and relay nodes to solve
the problem. Particularly, by simultaneously conducting power transmission and information
transmission, SWIPT can improve spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, interference manage-
ment, and transmission delay [10]. The seminal studies of SWIPT implicitly assumed the dual
use of the same signals for energy harvesting (EH) and information decoding (ID) [11], [12],
which is not possible until now since a practical EH operation destroys the information carried
by the signals. Instead, as summarized in [10], a realistic SWIPT system splits the signals in a
certain domain (time, power, antenna or space) to fulfill EH and ID operations simultaneously. To
disclose the performance of practical SWIPT systems, for a dual-hop cooperative communication
scenario where SWIPT is applied between the source node and the self-sustaining relay node,
the authors in [13] proposed two relaying protocols for the time-switching (TS) architecture and
3power-splitting (PS) architecture, respectively, and characterized their throughputs. Considering
a point-to-point transmission scenario, the work in [14] investigated the optimal TS strategies
to achieve different trade-offs between EH and ID at the receiver. Furthermore, focusing on a
large-scale network where the receivers employ the PS technique, the authors in [15] studied
the trade-off between outage performance and average harvested energy.
Combining NOMA with SWIPT, the work in [16] investigated a NOMA downlink scenario
where SWIPT is invoked between the BS and cell-center users (relays) to assist the cell-edge
users without additional energy consumption at the cell-center users, which dramatically improves
the outage performance at the cell-edge users. For the same scenario, an enhanced PS protocol
was proposed in [17], in which the cell-center users help the cell-edge users on the premise of
successful ID of their own information. Based on the gradient decent method, the authors in
[18] further developed an algorithm to find the optimal PS coefficients at the cell-center users to
maximize the sum-throughput. In addition, considering a multiple-input single-output (MISO)
NOMA downlink scenario where the cell-center user (relay) adopts a hybrid TS/PS protocol
to assist the cell-edge user, the work in [19] investigated the performance of different transmit
antenna selection criteria at the BS. Different from the studies above, in the SWIPT-assisted
NOMA system considered in [20], the harvested energy is used for ID instead of user cooperation,
which revealed that NOMA is not always superior to OMA when the energy consumption of
ID is taken into account.
Summarizing the foregoing works [16]–[19], the cell-edge users always act as a weaker, which
is helped by the cell-center users opportunistically. Indeed, owing to the dynamic fluctuating
characteristics of wireless channels, the instantaneous channel condition between the BS and the
cell-edge users can be occasionally better than that between the BS and the cell-center users,
which means that the surplus received power at the cell-edge users could also be exploit to help
the cell-center users by applying SWIPT between the BS and the cell-edge users, and we refer
to this mutual cooperation mechanism between the cell-center users and the cell-edge users as
“impartial user cooperation mechanism” (IUCM), which has the potential to boost the overall
transmission performance. Meanwhile, as far as the IUCM is concerned, NOMA’s advantage over
OMA has not been fully validated yet. To disclose these unknowns, we conduct a comparative
study of the proposed IUCM in both the NOMA and the orthogonal frequency-division multiple
access (OFDMA) frameworks. The main contributions can be summarized as below:
i) Aiming at taking full advantage of the surplus received power at users and the fluctuating
4characteristics of wireless channels, an impartial SWIPT-assisted NOMA cooperation (ISANC)
protocol is proposed for a classical two-user cooperative NOMA downlink scenario. For such,
the outage probability (OP) for both users, system outage probability1 (SOP), diversity order
and diversity-multiplexing trade-off (DMT) of both the ISANC protocol and the conventional
SWIPT-assisted NOMA cooperation (CSANC) protocol [17] are investigated, which shows that
the proposed ISANC strictly outperforms CSANC in terms of all the metrics mentioned above.
ii) Invoking the proposed IUCM in an OFDMA framework, an impartial SWIPT-assisted
OFDMA cooperation (ISAOC) protocol is presented. Asymptotic analysis shows that the ISAOC
protocol has the same diversity order and worse but more flexible DMT performance in compar-
ison with the ISANC protocol. Specifically, for ISAOC, by adjusting the power and frequency
allocation, we can continuously enhance the DMT performance at one user at the cost of the DMT
performance at the other user. In comparison, for the ISANC protocol, the DMT expressions
only have two kinds of forms.
iii) To examine the limiting performance of the proposed protocols, we consider an error-free
relaying channel (EFRC), in which case the optimal power allocation for the ISANC protocol
and the optimal power and frequency allocation for the ISAOC protocol are derived in terms
of SOP. Then, the optimal SOP of the ISANC protocol is proved to be the same as the ISAOC
protocol under the EFRC condition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II illustrates the system model and
describes the three protocols (i.e., CSANC, ISANC and ISAOC). Section III investigates the
outage performance, diversity order and DMT performance of the three protocols analytically.
The discussion of ISANC and ISAOC under the EFRC scenario is also made in this section.
Section IV present the representative numerical results and the corresponding discussion. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND THE PROPOSED IMPARTIAL PROTOCOLS
A. System Model
As shown in Fig. 1, consider a two-user downlink cooperative transmission scenario with two
phases, namely, the direct information transmission (IT) phase and the information relaying (IR)
phase. During the IT phase, a BS (denoted by B) simultaneously communicates with a cell-center
1We define the SOP as the probability that either of the two users suffer from information outage.
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Fig. 1: Description of the system model as well as the CSANC and ISANC protocols.
user (denoted by N) and a cell-edge user (denoted by F). The power of the signals transmitted
from BS to users N and F are set to PN and PF, respectively. Without loss of generality, the
spectral efficiency is set to R bit/s/Hz for both users. Utilizing the PS receiver architecture [10],
both users can simultaneously conduct EH and ID. Specifically, user N utilizes a fraction of βN
of its received power from BS for EH and (1− βN) for ID. Similarly, user F utilizes a fraction
of βF of its received power from BS for EH and (1− βF) for ID. All channels are modeled by
quasi-static Rayleigh fading (i.e., the channel fading coefficients hBN, hBF and hNF pertaining
to the B-N, B-F and N-F links remain unchanged during each transmission block but vary
independently for different blocks) and perfect channel reciprocity is assumed (i.e., hNF = hFN).
Accordingly, |hBN|2, |hBF|2 and |hNF|2 obey the exponential distributions with means λBN, λBF
and λNF, respectively. The received signals at N and F from B can be written, respectively, as
yBN =
(√
PNxN +
√
PFxF
)√
d−αBNhBN + nN, (1)
yBF =
(√
PNxN +
√
PFxF
)√
d−αBF hBF + nF, (2)
where xN and xF represent the normalized intended messages for N and F (i.e., E {|xN|2} =
E {|xF|2} = 1), dBN and dBF denote the B-N distance and B-F distance, α indicates the path loss
exponent, and nN and nF represent the zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at N
and F with variance σ2N and σ
2
F, respectively.
During the IR phase, by consuming the harvested energy in the IT phase, both users can
forward the other user’s information in a decode-and-forward (DF) mode. Accordingly, the
6received signal at N from F and that at F from N can be represented, respectively, as
yFN =
√
βFηPBd
−α
BF d
−α
NF |hBF|2hNFxN + nN, (3)
yNF =
√
βNηPBd
−α
BNd
−α
NF |hBN|2hNFxF + nF, (4)
where η indicates the energy conversion efficiency, PB , PN +PF denotes the total transmitting
power at BS, and dNF represents the N-F distance.
B. The CSANC Protocol
Fig. 1 also illustrates the main principles of CSANC [17]. Specifically, during the IT phase, BS
broadcasts the superposed signal
√
PNxN+
√
PFxF to both user N and user F. User N uses βN of
its received power for EH and (1− βN) for ID, while user F utilizes all its received power for ID
(i.e., βF ≡ 0). Specifically, according to (1) and (2), the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) at N and F to decode xF can be written, respectively, as
2
γNOMANDF =
(1− βN)PF
(1− βN)PN + dαBNσ2N/|hBN|2
, (5)
γNOMAFDF =
(1− βF)PF
(1− βF)PN + dαBFσ2F/|hBF|2
. (6)
Clearly, if γNOMAFDF ≥ 2R − 1, user F can successfully decode xF during the IT phase, which is
denoted by {FDF=1} in the rest of this paper. By its turn, {FDF=0} is used to indicate that user
F can not successfully decode xF during the IT phase. Similarly, {NDF=1} denotes that user N
can successfully decode xF during the IT phase, in which case the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at N to decode xN in the IT phase can be represented as
γNOMANDN =
(1− βN)PN|hBN|2
dαBNσ
2
N
. (7)
On the premise of {NDF=1,NDN=1}, user N adopts the maximum possible EH factor. Thus, it
follows from (5) and (7) that its EH factor βN can be determined by
βN = max
{
1− C
NOMA
N
|hBN|2 , 0
}
, (8)
2According to the principles of NOMA, user N decodes xF first, and then subtracts it from its received signal to decode xN.
In addition, the inequality PF −PN
(
2
R
− 1
)
> 0 must hold. Otherwise, the minimum required SINR for successfully decoding
xF would never be achieved at both users.
7where
CNOMAN =


dαBNσ
2
N(2R−1)
PN
, if k > 2R,
dαBNσ
2
N(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
, if k ≤ 2R,
(9)
in which k , PF/PN denotes the power allocation ratio.
If {FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} happens in the IT phase, during the IR phase, user N will utilize
all its harvested energy during the IT phase to forward xF to user F. On the other hand, user
F will apply the maximal-ratio combining (MRC) technique to combine the signal from BS
(during the IT phase) and the signal from user N (during the IR phase), and attempt to decode
xF again. As thus, according to (4) and (6), the overall SINR at user F to decode xF in the IR
phase can be given by
γNOMANHF =
PF
PN + dαBFσ
2
F/|hBF|2
+
βNηPB|hBN|2|hNF|2
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
F
. (10)
To proceed, we use {NHF=1} to denote that user N successfully helps user F in the IR phase.
For the CSANC protocol, user N suffers from information outage (IO) when {NDF=0} or
{NDF=1,NDN=0} happens, while user F suffers from IO when {FDF=0,NDF=0}, {FDF=0,NDF
=1,NDN=0}, or {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} happens.
For CSANC, user N utilizes its received power to assist user F on the premise of successfully
decoding user N’s own information, which improves the outage performance at F without
deteriorating the outage performance at N. Indeed, due to the dynamic fluctuating characteristics
of wireless channels, the instantaneous channel condition of the B-N link is not always better
than that of the B-F link, which means that user F can also assist user N opportunistically3. This
motivates us to design an impartial cooperation protocol as follows.
C. The ISANC Protocol
For conciseness, we only describe the differences between CSANC and ISANC, which has
been illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, for the ISANC protocol, during the IT phase, user F will
3Indeed, for NOMA, if the BS has perfect instantaneous channel state information (CSI), it can dynamically allocate power
resources such that the user with a worse instantaneous channel condition is always allocated with a higher power level, in which
case only the user with a better instantaneous channel condition can assist the other user. However, it is not feasible to provide
the BS with precise CSI in most applications due to the high complexity and high overhead, which may cause unaffordable
data rate degradation. Moreover, instantaneously acquiring partial CSI still requires a high signaling overhead, especially in a
NOMA network with a large number of high mobility users. Alternatively, in this paper, the power allocation at BS is based
on the average CSI as in [16], [17] (i.e., allocating a higher power lever to the cell-edge users).
8also attempt to decode xN with a SIC receiver if the event {FDF=1} happens. Accordingly, the
SNR at F to decode xN can be represented by
γNOMAFDN =
(1− βF)PN|hBF|2
dαBFσ
2
F
. (11)
On the premise of {FDF=1,FDN=1}, user F adopts the maximum possible EH factor. Therefore,
according to (6) and (11), its EH factor βF can be determined by
βF = max
{
1− C
NOMA
F
|hBF|2 , 0
}
, (12)
where
CNOMAF =


dαBFσ
2
F(2R−1)
PN
, if k > 2R,
dαBFσ
2
F(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
, if k ≤ 2R.
(13)
During the IR phase, if {NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} has happened in the IT phase, user F will
apply all its harvested energy during the IT phase to forward xN to user N. Accordingly, user N
will apply MRC to combine the signal from BS (during the IT phase) and the signal from user
F (during the IR phase), and attempt to decode xN again. Note that {NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
consists of two mutually exclusive cases. One case is {NDF=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}, in which the
SINR at user N to decode xN in the IR phase can be given by
γNOMAFHN =
PN
PF + dαBNσ
2
N/|hBN|2
+
βFηPB|hBF|2|hNF|2
dαBFd
α
NFσ
2
N
. (14)
The other case is {NDF=1,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}, in which the SNR at user N to decode xN
in the IR phase can be written as
γNOMAFHN =
PN|hBN|2
dαBNσ
2
N
+
βFηPB|hBF|2|hNF|2
dαBFd
α
NFσ
2
N
. (15)
Note that according to (5) and (7), {NDF=1,NDN=0} happens when d
α
BNσ
2
N(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
≤ |hBN|2 <
dαBNσ
2
N(2R−1)
PN
. Therefore, if PF/PN ≤ 2R, the second case {NDF=1,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} will
never happen. As before, we use {FHN=1} to denote that user F successfully helps user N in the
IR phase. For the ISANC protocol, user N suffers from IO in three mutually exclusive events.
They are {NDN=0,FDF=0}, {NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=0} and {FHN=0,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}.
In the following, to compare the performance of the proposed IUCM in the NOMA framework
with that in an OMA framework, the OFDMA-based ISAOC protocol is presented.
9D. The ISAOC Protocol
Similar to the ISANC protocol, for the ISAOC protocol, both users adopt the maximum
possible EH factor on the premise of successfully decoding both xN and xF during the IT phase,
and then forward the other user’s information during the IR phase if possible. The difference lies
in that xN and xF are conveyed in orthogonal frequency channels to avoid co-channel interference
in the OFDMA framework. As thus, the SNR at user N to decode xF and xN in the IT phase
can be written, respectively, as
γOFDMANDF =
(1− βN)PF|hBN|2
dαBNσ
2
Nθ
, (16)
γOFDMANDN =
(1− βN)PN|hBN|2
dαBNσ
2
N (1− θ)
, (17)
where θ ∈ (0, 1) denotes the percentage of the frequency resources allocated to user F. Note
that for ISAOC, {NDF=1} happens when γOFDMANDF ≥ 2R/θ − 1, while {NDN=1} happens when
γOFDMANDN ≥ 2R/(1−θ) − 1. Therefore, the EH factor at user N can be determined by
βN = max
{
1− C
OFDMA
N
|hBN|2 , 0
}
, (18)
where
COFDMAN =


dαBNσ
2
N(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
, if (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
,
dαBNσ
2
Nθ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, if (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
≤ θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
.
(19)
Similarly, the SNR at F to decode xF and xN in the IT phase can be written, respectively, as
γOFDMAFDF =
(1− βF)PF|hBF|2
dαBFσ
2
Fθ
, (20)
γOFDMAFDN =
(1− βF)PN|hBF|2
dαBFσ
2
F (1− θ)
. (21)
Accordingly, βF can be written as
βF = max
{
1− C
OFDMA
F
|hBF|2 , 0
}
, (22)
where
COFDMAF =


dαBFσ
2
F (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
, if (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
,
dαBFσ
2
Fθ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, if (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
≤ θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
.
(23)
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During the IR phase, if {FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} has happened, user N will forward xF to
user F with all its harvested energy in the IT phase. Accordingly, user F will utilize MRC to
decode xF again with SNR given by
γOFDMANHF =
PF|hBF|2
dαBFσ
2
Fθ
+
βNηPB|hBN|2|hNF|2
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
Fθ
. (24)
By its turn, if {NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} has happened in the IT phase, user F will forward xN
to user N in the IR phase and the corresponding SNR at N to decode xN can be written as
γOFDMAFHN =
PN|hBN|2
dαBNσ
2
N (1− θ)
+
βFηPB|hBF|2|hNF|2
dαBFd
α
NFσ
2
N (1− θ)
. (25)
For the ISAOC protocol, IO happens at N in four mutually exclusive events. They are {NDN=0,
FDF=1,FDN=0}, {NDN=0,FDF=0,FDN=1}, {NDN=0,FDF=0,FDN=0} and {FHN=0,NDN=0,
FDF=1,FDN=1}. On the other hand, IO happens at F when {FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=0}, {FDF=0,
NDF=0,NDN=1}, {FDF=0,NDF=0,NDN=0} or {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} happens.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we first analyze and compare the performance of the CSANC protocol and the
ISANC protocol. Next, we analyze the performance of the ISAOC protocol and compare it with
the ISANC protocol. At the end of this section, we study the limiting performance of ISANC
and ISAOC by considering an EFRC scenario.
A. Performance Analysis of the CSANC Protocol
1) Analysis of Outage Performance: According to the analysis of the IO events for the CSANC
protocol in Section II, the OP at the cell-center user N can be calculated as
P CSANCout,N = Pr
NOMA {NDN=0} = PrNOMA {NDF=0}+ PrNOMA {NDF=1,NDN=0} . (26)
On the other hand, the OP at the cell-edge user F can be written as
P CSANCout,F = Pr
NOMA {FDF=0,NDN=0}+ PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}
= PrNOMA {FDF=0} × PrNOMA {NDN=0}+ PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} . (27)
Furthermore, the SOP can be determined by
P CSANCsout =Pr
NOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}+ PrNOMA {NDN=0} . (28)
Appendix A-1 presents the derivation of all the terms in (26), (27) and (28), which lead to
an involved expression of P CSANCsout and do not give us any insight. To address this, we further
examine the diversity order and the DMT performance of the CSANC protocol as follows.
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2) Diversity Order and DMT:
Proposition 1: The achievable diversity order of the CSANC protocol is 1.
Proof : According to (A.9), (A.11), (A.15), (26) and (28), as PB → ∞, P CSANCsout decays
proportional to 1/PB, which completes the proof. 
On the other hand, the DMT, a trade-off between diversity order and normalized spectral
efficiency (NSE, a.k.a., multiplexing gain), is widely used to evaluate the comprehensive per-
formance of communication systems [21]–[23]. Specifically, NSE is defined as the ratio of the
actual spectral efficiency to the maximum achievable spectral efficiency, while diversity order is
known as the decaying rate of the OP in high SNR region and is a function of NSE. The NSE
at the cell-center user N can be written as
rN = R/log
(
1 +
PBλBN
dαBNσ
2
N
)
. (29)
Similarly, user F’s NSE can be represented as
rF = R/log
(
1 +
PBλBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)
. (30)
As mentioned in Section II, the inequality k > 2R−1 must hold due to the principle of NOMA.
Nonetheless, it can be observed from (29) and (30) that with a fixed NSE in the DMT analysis,
R approaches to infinity as PB approaches to infinity. Thus, k has to vary in the DMT analysis
to satisfy the inequality. To address this, by incorporating a scaling factor a and a displacement
factor b, we formulate the term k in a general form as
k = a
(
2R − 1)+ b, (31)
where a = 1, b > 0 or a > 1, b ≥ 0.
Proposition 2: For the CSANC protocol, the DMT of user N is (1− 2rN). If a > 1, the DMT
of user F is (2− 3rF). Otherwise, user F’s DMT is (2− 4rF).
Proof : Please refer to Appendix A-3. 
Remark 1: It follows from Proposition 2 that the gap between the power allocation ratio k
and the threshold (2R−1) plays a critical role in the DMT performance. Interestingly, when the
scaling factor a is greater than 1, the achievable multiplexing gain (AMG) for user F will be
enhanced from 1/2 to 2/3 for CSANC. This means that in the practical system setup, we should
maintain a higher scaling factor a to boost the multiplexing gain of the cell-edge user.
Corollary 1: For the CSANC protocol, the achievable diversity order of user N is 1, while
user F’s achievable diversity order is 2.
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Proof : The proof is straightforward as per Proposition 2. 
Remark 2: The higher achievable diversity order at user F than the counterpart at user N can be
explained by the fact that the CSANC protocol provides a redundant information transfer path for
the cell-edge user F (i.e., the N-F link). Nonetheless, as can be observed from Proposition 1 and
Corollary 1, since user N can only reach a diversity order of one, the overall achievable diversity
order is constrained to one. This results from the fact that there is no redundant information
transfer path for the cell-center user N except for the B-N link for the CSANC protocol.
B. Performance Analysis of the ISANC Protocol
1) Analysis of Outage Performance: For the ISANC protocol, the OP with respect to user F
is the same as that in the CSANC protocol, which can be written as
P ISANCout,F = P
CSANC
out,F =Pr
NOMA {FDF=0} × PrNOMA {NDN=0}
+ PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} . (32)
Different from the CSANC protocol, the cell-center user N is likely to be assisted by the cell-
edge user F in ISANC. According to the analysis of the IO events for the ISANC protocol in
Section II, user N’s OP can be expressed as
P ISANCout,N =Pr
NOMA {FDN=0} × PrNOMA {NDN=0}+ PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
+ PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=1,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} , (33)
where
PrNOMA {FDN=0} = PrNOMA {FDF=0}+ PrNOMA {FDF=1,FDN=0} . (34)
Next, for the ISANC protocol, SOP can be determined by
P ISANCsout =Pr
NOMA {FDN=0} × PrNOMA {NDN=0}+ PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
+ PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=1,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
+ PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} . (35)
Proposition 3: For the ISANC protocol, the OP at the cell-center user N and the SOP are
smaller than or at most the same as the counterparts for the CSANC protocol.
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Proof : (33) can be rewritten as
P ISANCout,N =Pr
NOMA {NDN=0} × {PrNOMA {FDN=0} +PrNOMA {FHN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1|NDN=0}}
≤ PrNOMA {NDN=0} = P CSANCout,N . (36)
On the other hand, (35) can be rewritten as
P ISANCsout =Pr
NOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}+ PrNOMA {NDN=0}
× {PrNOMA {FDN=0} +PrNOMA {FHN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1|NDN=0}}
≤ PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}+ PrNOMA {NDN=0} = P CSANCsout , (37)
which completes the proof. 
Remark 3: From equation (32) and Proposition 3, we can observe that the ISANC protocol
preserves the outage performance at the cell-edge user F in the CSANC protocol, while improves
both the outage performance at N and the overall outage performance (i.e., SOP). This benefits
from the fact that the proposed IUCM constructs one more information transfer path (i.e., the
F-N link) for the cell-center user N such that the surplus received power at both user N and user
F and the fluctuating characteristics of both the B-N link and B-F link are fully exploited.
Appendix A-1 presents the derivation of all the terms in (32), (33) and (35), based on which
we examine the diversity order and the DMT performance of the ISANC protocol as follows.
2) Diversity Order and DMT:
Proposition 4: The achievable diversity order of the ISANC protocol is 2.
Proof : According to Appendix A-2, as PB → ∞, P ISANCsout decays proportional to 1/P 2B since
all terms in (35) decay proportional to 1/P 2B , which completes the proof. 
Proposition 5: For the ISANC protocol, the DMT of user N is (2− 4rN). If a > 1, the DMT
of user F is (2− 3rF). Otherwise, user F’s DMT is (2− 4rF).
Proof : Please refer to Appendix A-3. 
Remark 4: It can be observed from Propositions 2 and 5 that the proposed ISANC protocol
outperforms the CSANC protocol in terms of DMT performance at N, while the two protocols
have the same DMT performance at F. This again shows that the ISANC protocol can improve
the QoS at N without deteriorating the QoS at F, which results from the fact that user F only uses
its surplus received power to additionally forward xN on the premise of successfully decoding its
own information in the proposed ISANC protocol. In addition, it is worth noticing that similar
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to the CSANC protocol, the AMG for user F will be increased from 1/2 to 2/3 for the ISANC
protocol when the scaling factor a is greater than 1.
Corollary 2: For the ISANC protocol, both users N and F can achieve a diversity order of 2.
Proof : The proof is straightforward as per Proposition 5. 
Remark 5: It can be observed from Propositions 1 and 4 as well as Corollaries 1 and 2 that the
achievable diversity order at the cell-center user N is enhanced from one to two in the ISANC
protocol, leading thus to a better overall diversity performance than CSANC.
C. Performance Analysis of the ISAOC Protocol
1) Analysis of Outage Performance: According to the analysis of the IO events for the ISAOC
protocol in Section II, the OP with respect to the cell-edge user F can be represented as
P ISAOCout,F =Pr
OFDMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}
+ PrOFDMA {FDF=0} × (1− PrOFDMA {NDF=1,NDN=1}) . (38)
Different from ISANC, user N and user F are peers in ISAOC since there is no requirement of
decoding order. Therefore, the analysis of the two users is absolutely symmetrical, and the OP
at the cell-center user N can be given by
P ISAOCout,N =Pr
OFDMA {FHN=0,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
+ PrOFDMA {NDN=0} × (1− PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=1}) . (39)
Furthermore, the SOP can be determined by
P ISAOCsout =Pr
OFDMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}
+ PrOFDMA {FHN=0,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
+ PrOFDMA {FDF=0} × (1− PrOFDMA {NDF=1,NDN=1})
+ PrOFDMA {NDN=0} × PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=0} . (40)
Appendix B-1 presents the derivation of all the terms in (38), (39) and (40), based on which we
examine the diversity order and the DMT performance of the ISAOC protocol as follows.
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2) Diversity Order and DMT:
Proposition 6: The achievable diversity order of the ISAOC protocol is 2.
Proof : According to Appendix B-2, as PB → ∞, P ISAOCsout decays proportional to 1/P 2B since
all terms in (40) decay proportional to 1/P 2B , which completes the proof. 
Proposition 7: For the ISAOC protocol, if
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, the DMTs at
user N and user F are
(
2− 2rN
1−θ
)
and min
{
2− rF
θ(1−θ)
, 2− 2rF
θ
}
, respectively. Otherwise, the
DMTs at N and F are min
{
2− rN
θ(1−θ)
, 2− 2rN
(1−θ)
}
and
(
2− 2rF
θ
)
, respectively.
Proof : Please refer to Appendix B-3. 
Remark 6: It can be observed from Proposition 7 that for the ISAOC protocol, the AMGs at
user N and user F are (1− θ) and min {2θ (1− θ) , θ}, respectively, when (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
>
θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
. In this case, at the cost of the AMG at F, we can enhance the AMG at N by allo-
cating more frequency resources to user N. Similarly, when
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
≤ θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
,
the AMGs at user N and user F are min {2θ (1− θ) , (1− θ)} and θ, respectively. In this case,
by allocating more frequency resources to user F, we can increase the AMG at F at the expense
of the AMG at N. Overall, to maximize the minimum AMG at N and F, θ should equal to 0.5,
leading thus to the AMGs of 1/2 at both N and F. Comparing these results with Proposition
5, we can conclude that ISANC outperforms ISAOC in terms of DMT, since we can achieve
an AMG of 1/2 at N and an AMG of 2/3 at F simultaneously in ISANC. However, as can be
observed from Propositions 7 and 5, by adjusting the power and frequency allocation, the ISAOC
protocol can adjust the AMGs at both users continuously, which benefits from the flexibility of
resources allocation in OFDMA. In comparison, the DMT performance of the ISANC protocol
only has two kinds of forms, which is due to the the fact that NOMA does not involve frequency
resources allocation and has a power allocation constraint (i.e., k > 2R − 1).
Corollary 3: For the ISAOC protocol, both users N and F can achieve a diversity order of 2.
Proof : The proof is straightforward as per Proposition 7. 
Remark 7: It can be observed from Propositions 1, 4 and 6 as well as Corollaries 1, 2 and
3 that in comparison with the conventional partial cooperation mechanism in CSANC, IUCM
would indeed improve the achievable diversity order at the cell-center user N, leading thus to a
higher achievable diversity order of two for both ISANC and ISAOC.
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D. Discussion Under EFRC Scenario
In this part, to examine the limiting performance of the proposed ISANC and ISAOC protocols,
we discuss their performance under the EFRC scenario, which can be accomplished by connect-
ing user N and user F with an ideal optical fiber or assuming that the inter-user cooperation are
accomplished perfectly with the aid of genius. Specifically, under the EFRC scenario, we first
analyze the optimal power allocation for ISANC to obtain its optimal SOP. Next, we derive the
optimal power and frequency allocation for ISAOC and then determine its optimal SOP. We will
find out that the optimal SOPs of the two protocols are the same.
1) Optimal SOP of the ISANC Protocol: Under the EFRC scenario, user F can definitely
recover xF when user N forward xF to user F, and vice versa. In such an ideal case, the SOP of
the ISANC protocol can be given by
P ISANCisout = Pr
NOMA {NDN=0}+ PrNOMA {FDN=0} . (41)
Proposition 8: Under the EFRC scenario, the optimal power allocation for the ISANC protocol
is k = PF/PN = 2
R and the corresponding optimal SOP can be given by
P ISANCisout,opt =
(
1− exp
(
−d
α
BNσ
2
N
λBNPB
(
22R − 1)))×(1− exp(− dαBFσ2F
λBFPB
(
22R − 1))) . (42)
Proof : By combining (41) and (A.1)∼(A.4), we can arrive at the analytical expression of
P ISANCisout , which turns out to be a monotonically increasing function of k when k > 2
R and a
monotonically decreasing function of k when k ≤ 2R. As a result, the minimum P ISANCisout is
achieved when k = 2R. Next, by replacing PF and PN with
2R
1+2R
PB and
1
1+2R
PB, respectively, in
the derived expression of P ISANCisout , we can arrive at (42), which completes the proof. 
2) Optimal SOP of the ISAOC Protocol: Under the EFRC scenario, both users can definitely
recover the information sent from each other such that the SOP of the ISAOC protocol can be
written as
P ISAOCisout =
(
1− PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=1})× (1− PrOFDMA {NDF=1,NDN=1}) . (43)
Proposition 9: Under the EFRC scenario, the optimal power allocation for the ISAOC protocol
can be expressed as
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
= θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, based on which the optimal frequency
allocation is θ = 0.5, and the corresponding optimal SOP can be given by (42).
Proof : It follows from (43), (B.2), (B.5), (19) and (23) that P ISAOCisout is a monotonically
increasing function of k when (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, whereas it is a monotonically
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decreasing function of k when (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
≤ θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
. Therefore, the minimum P ISAOCisout
is achieved on the premise of power allocation satisfying to
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
= θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
,
in which case it can be rewritten as P ISAOCisout =
(
1− e−
dαBFσ
2
F
λBFPB
f(θ)
)
×
(
1− e−
dαBNσ
2
N
λBNPB
f(θ)
)
, where
f (θ) , θ
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
+ (1 − θ)
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
. Next, the proof can be completed by observing that
f ′ (0.5) = 0 and f ′′ (θ) > 0 (θ ∈ (0, 1)). 
Corollary 4: Under the EFRC scenario, the ISANC protocol and the ISAOC protocol have
the same optimal SOP.
Proof : The proof is straightforward according to Propositions 8 and 9. 
Remark 8: The conclusion in Corollary 4 can be explained by the fact that when the relaying
channel is error-free, the two users can be regarded as one user, and the overall power and
frequency resources occupied by this “user” in ISANC is essentially the same as that in ISAOC.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, representative numerical results are provided to validate the theoretical analysis
in Section III and to compare the performance of the three protocols. Without loss of generality,
the system parameters setup is adopted as R = 1bit/s/Hz, PB = 20dBm, σ
2
F = σ
2
N = −50dBm,
η = 0.5, α = 2, λBF = λBN = λNF = 1, dBF = 35m, dBN = 25m and dNF = 10m unless otherwise
specified. The power allocation ratio (k) is set to 7/3 for NOMA, while the percentage of power
resources as well as the percentage of the frequency resources that is allocated to user F are set
to 50% for OFDMA unless otherwise specified.
Fig. 2 validates the theoretical results developed in Section III. Specifically, as can be observed,
the simulation results of the outage performance of the three protocols match well with the
derived analytical expressions in Appendixes A-1 and B-1. Particularly, the ISANC protocol and
the CSANC protocol have the same OP at user F, while the OP at user N and the SOP of the
ISANC protocol are better than the counterparts of the CSANC protocol, which complies with
Proposition 3. In addition, the ISANC protocol and the ISAOC protocol have the same decaying
rate of SOP, which is faster than the CSANC protocol. This complies with Propositions 1, 4 and
6. On the other hand, the three protocols have the same decaying rate of the OP at the cell-edge
user F. In comparison, only the ISANC protocol and ISAOC protocol have the same decaying
rate of the OP at the cell-center user N, which is again better than the CSANC protocol. These
observations complies with Corollaries 1, 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2: Outage performance of the three protocols. (a) SOP, (b) OP at the cell-edge user F, (c)
OP at the cell-center user N.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the optimal SOP of the three protocols. (a) The optimal SOP, (b)
Corresponding OP at the cell-edge user F, (c) Corresponding OP at the cell-center user N.
Fig. 3 presents the optimal SOP and the corresponding OPs at users N and F for the three
protocols, in which the optimal SOP is acquired via violent traverse of power and frequency
allocation (herein only the ISAOC protocol involves frequency allocation). Several observations
are drawn as follows: 1) The ISANC protocol outperforms the ISAOC protocol in terms of the
optimal SOP, which agrees with our knowledge about NOMA’s superiority over OMA [4]; 2)
The ISANC protocol outperforms the CSANC protocol in terms of the optimal SOP, which is
straightforward since Proposition 3 has shown that the SOP of the ISANC protocol is always
smaller than or at most the same as that of the CSANC protocol; 3) The SOP of the CSANC
protocol is mainly limited by the OP at user N. In comparison, both the ISANC and the ISAOC
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Fig. 4: Effects of the location of the cell-center user N on the optimal SOP of the three protocols.
(a) The optimal SOP, (b) Corresponding OP at the cell-edge user F, (c) Corresponding OP at
the cell-center user N.
protocols have more balanced OPs at N and F when adopting the optimal power and frequency
allocation (herein “optimal allocation” is calculated in terms of the SOP), which again manifests
the advantage of the IUCM over the conventional partial cooperation mechanism.
Fig. 4 shows the effects of the location of the cell-center user N on the optimal SOP and the
corresponding OPs at users N and F for the three protocols. Specifically, in the figure, we set
dBF = 35m and dNF = dBF−dBN, and the optimal SOP is calculated via violent traverse of power
and frequency allocation as before. Note that Fig. 4 validates all the three observations drawn
from Fig. 3. Herein, additional observations are drawn from Figure 4 as below: 1) For both the
ISANC protocol and the ISAOC protocol, the SOP first increase and then decrease with the
B-N distance. This can be explained by the fact that when user N is close to BS, it can readily
recover the information from BS so that the BS can allocate more resources to user F, leading
thus to a good outage performance at both users. On the other hand, when user N is close to
user F, their mutual cooperation becomes more effective, which results in an improvement of
the outage performance at both users; 2) In comparison, for the CSANC protocol, the OP at
N increases monotonically with the B-N distance, leading thus to a continuous increase in the
SOP. This is due to the fact that the cell-center user N can not get assistance from the cell-edge
user F in the traditional partial cooperation mechanism; 3) When adopting the optimal power
and frequency allocation, the ISANC protocol outperforms the ISAOC protocol in terms of the
OPs at both user N and user F. However, as user N gets closer to user F, the OP gap at N for
20
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the three protocols’ DMT performance at: (a) The cell-edge user F, (b)
The cell-center user N.
the two protocols decreases; 4) For all the three protocols, the SOP is higher when user N is
close to BS instead of user F. This observation may give us some guidance about user pairing.
Fig. 5 illustrates the DMT performance of the three protocols, in which the red dotted lines
represent the optimal DMT performance of the ISANC protocol. As stated in Section III, for the
ISAOC protocol, we can flexibly adjust the DMT performance at the two users by changing the
power and frequency allocation. Specifically, as can be observed from the figure, the max-min
AMG of 1/2 can be achieved at both the cell-center user N and the cell-edge user F by allocating
equal frequency resources to them. Furthermore, we can increase the AMG at N by 1/5 at the
cost of a 1/5 decrease in the AMG at F by allocating more frequency resources but less power
resources to N, and vice versa. Note that such a high AMG (7/10) at one user is unachievable
for ISANC, which benefits from the flexibility of resources allocation4 in ISAOC. In addition,
as can be observed from the magenta dotted lines in the figure, compared with equal frequency
allocation, improper resources allocation in ISAOC may lead to a decrease in the AMGs at both
user N and user F.
Fig. 6 validates our analytical results under the EFRC scenario, in which the optimal SOP of
the ISAOC protocol and the corresponding optimal θ are presented for each power allocation
setup via violence search of frequency allocation. Several observations are drawn as follows:
4As stated in Section III, the ISANC protocol does not involve frequency allocation and its power allocation is constrained
by k > 2R − 1.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the three protocols’ SOP under the EFRC scenario.
1) For ISANC, the optimal power allocation (i.e., k = 2R) complies with Proposition 8; 2) For
ISAOC, the optimal joint power and frequency allocation (i.e., PF = PN, θ = 0.5) matches with
Proposition 9; 3) The optimal SOPs of ISANC and ISAOC are the same, which agrees with
Corollary 4; 4) The optimal SOP of ISANC is much better than that of CSANC. This is due to
the fact that for the IUCM, the cell-center user N can get assistance from the cell-edge user F,
which is an effective approach to improve the SOP, especially under the EFRC scenario.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, the ISANC protocol was proposed to fully utilize the dynamic fluctuating
characteristics of wireless channels in SWIPT-assisted NOMA systems, which enables not only
the cell-center user but also the cell-edge user to utilize the surplus received power to assist
the other user on the premise of successfully decoding their own information. Both analytical
and numerical results manifested that the proposed IUCM outperforms the conventional partial
cooperation mechanism in terms of OP, diversity order and DMT.
Furthermore, to compare the performance of the IUCM in the NOMA framework with that
in the OFDMA framework, the OFDMA-based ISAOC protocol was presented. Compared with
ISANC, ISAOC has the same diversity order but worse DMT. Nonetheless, for ISAOC, by
adjusting the power and frequency allocation, we can continuously improve the DMT at one
user at the cost of that at the other user, while the DMT expressions of ISANC only have
two kinds of forms. Interestingly, although ISANC has a better outage performance, when the
relaying channel is error-free, it was proved that the two protocols have the same optimal SOP.
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APPENDIX A
A-1: Probability of the Events in the NOMA Framework
For conciseness, we denote |hBF|2, |hBN|2 and |hNF|2 by x, y and z, respectively, in the rest
of the paper. According to (5), we can arrive at
PrNOMA {NDF=0} =
∫ dαBNσ2N(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
0
1
λBN
e
−y
λBN dy = 1− e−
dαBNσ
2
N(2R−1)
λBN(PF−PN(2R−1)) . (A.1)
In the same way, it follows from (6) that
PrNOMA {FDF=0} = 1− e−
dαBFσ
2
F(2R−1)
λBF(PF−PN(2R−1)) . (A.2)
Next, it follows from (5) and (7) that when k ≤ 2R, PrNOMA {NDF=1,NDN=0} = 0 holds.
Otherwise, we have
PrNOMA {NDF=1,NDN=0} = e−
dαBNσ
2
N(2R−1)
λBN(PF−PN(2R−1)) − e−
dαBNσ
2
N(2R−1)
λBNPN . (A.3)
Similarly, according to (6) and (11), when k ≤ 2R, PrNOMA {FDF=1,FDN=0} = 0 holds.
Otherwise, one can show that
PrNOMA {FDF=1,FDN=0} = e−
dαBFσ
2
F(2R−1)
λBF(PF−PN(2R−1)) − e−
dαBFσ
2
F(2R−1)
λBFPN . (A.4)
Furthermore, it follows from (5)∼(8) and (10) that
PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}
= Pr
{
x <
dαBFσ
2
F
(
2R − 1)
PF − PN (2R − 1) , y ≥ C
NOMA
N ,
PFx
PNx+ dαBFσ
2
F
+
ηPBz
(
y − CNOMAN
)
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
F
<
(
2R − 1)
}
=
∫ dαBFσ2F(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
0
∫
∞
CNOMAN
∫
(2R−1)− PF
PN+
dα
BF
σ2
F
x
ηPB(y−CNOMAN )
dα
BN
dα
NF
σ2
F
0
1
λBF
e
−
x
λBF
1
λBN
e
−
y
λBN
1
λNF
e
−
z
λNF dzdydx. (A.5)
By performing some algebraic arrangements and invoking [24, Eq. (3.324.1)], we can arrive at
PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}
= e
−
CNOMA
N
λBN ×

1− e− d
α
BFσ
2
F(2R−1)
λBF(PF−PN(2R−1)) −
∫ dαBFσ2F(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
0
ψ1 (x)K1 (ψ1 (x))
λBF
e
−
x
λBF dx

 , (A.6)
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where ψ1 (x) ,
√
4dα
BN
dα
NF
σ2
F
(
(2R−1)−
PFx
PNx+d
α
BF
σ2
F
)
λBNλNFηPB
and K1(·) denotes the first order modified Bessel
function of the second kind [24, Eq. (8.407)]. In the same way, one can show that
PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
= e
−
CNOMA
F
λBF ×

1− e− d
α
BN
σ2
N(2R−1)
λBN(PF−PN(2R−1)) −
∫ dαBNσ2N(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
0
ψ2 (y)K1 (ψ2 (y))
λBN
e
−
y
λBN dy

 , (A.7)
where ψ2 (y) ,
√
4dα
BF
dα
NF
σ2
N
(
(2R−1)−
PNy
PFy+d
α
BN
σ2
N
)
λBFλNFηPB
. Next, according to (5)∼(7), (11), (12) and (15),
when k ≤ 2R, PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=1,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} = 0 holds. Otherwise, using
[24, Eq. (3.324.1)] again, we can arrive at
PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=1,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} = e−
CNOMA
F
λBF
×

e− d
α
BNσ
2
N(2R−1)
λBN(PF−PN(2R−1)) − e−
dαBNσ
2
N(2R−1)
λBNPN −
∫ dαBNσ2N(2R−1)
PN
dα
BN
σ2
N(2
R
−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
ψ3 (y)K1 (ψ3 (y))
λBN
e
−
y
λBN dy

 , (A.8)
where ψ3 (y) ,
√
4dαBFd
α
NFσ
2
N
(
(2R−1)−
PNy
dα
BN
σ2
N
)
λBFλNFηPB
.
A-2: High-SNR Probability of the Events in the NOMA Framework
As PB approaches to infinity, (A.1) can be rewritten as
PrNOMA {NDF=0} =
∫ dαBNα2N(2R−1)(1+k)
(k−(2R−1))PB
0
1
λBN
e
−y
λBN dy → d
α
BNσ
2
N
(
2R − 1) (1 + k)
λBN (k − (2R − 1))
1
PB
. (A.9)
In the same way, as PB →∞, one can show that
PrNOMA {FDF=0} → d
α
BFσ
2
F
(
2R − 1) (1 + k)
λBF (k − (2R − 1))
1
PB
. (A.10)
Similarly, for the case k > 2R, as PB →∞, it follows from (A.3) and (A.4) that
PrNOMA {NDF=1,NDN=0} → d
α
BNσ
2
N
(
2R − 1) (1 + k) (k − 2R)
λBN (k − (2R − 1))
1
PB
. (A.11)
PrNOMA {FDF=1,FDN=0} → d
α
BFσ
2
F
(
2R − 1) (1 + k) (k − 2R)
λBF (k − (2R − 1))
1
PB
. (A.12)
Next, as PB →∞, by using [25, Eq. (9.6.11)] and [25, Eq. (9.6.7)], (A.6) can be expressed as
PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} →
∫ dαBFσ2F(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
0
e
−
CNOMA
N
λBN
−
x
λBF
2λBF
ln
(
2ψ1(x)
−1
)
ψ1(x)
2dx.
(A.13)
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Note that CNOMAN → 0 and
dαBFσ
2
F(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
→ 0 hold as PB → 0. Therefore, we can arrive at
PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} →
∫ dαBFσ2F(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
0
1
λBF
ln
(
2ψ1(x)
−1
) 1
2
ψ1(x)
2dx.
(A.14)
Expanding ψ1(x) in (A.14) and then performing the change of variables, we can conclude that
PrNOMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} → d
α
BFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
F
(
2R − 1) (1 + k)
λBFλBNλNFη (k − (2R − 1))
×
∫ 1
0
ln


λBNλNFηPB
dα
BN
dα
NF
σ2
F
(2R − 1)− k
1+
k−(2R−1)
x(2R−1)


((
2R − 1)− k
1 + k−(2
R−1)
x(2R−1)
)
dx× 1
P 2B
. (A.15)
In the same way, as PB →∞, one can show that
PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} → d
α
BFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
N
(
2R − 1) (1 + k)
λBFλBNλNFη (k − (2R − 1))
×
∫ 1
0
ln


λBFλNFηPB
dαBFd
α
NFσ
2
N
(2R − 1)− k
1+
k−(2R−1)
y(2R−1)


((
2R − 1)− k
1 + k−(2
R
−1)
y(2R−1)
)
dy × 1
P 2B
, (A.16)
and for the case k > 2R, we can arrive at
PrNOMA {FHN=0,NDF=1,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} → d
α
BFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
N
(
2R − 1)2 (1 + k) (k − 2R)2
λBFλBNλNFη (k − (2R − 1))2
×
{
ln
(√
λBFλNFηPB
dαBFd
α
NFσ
2
N (2
R − 1)
)
+
(
1− 2 ln
(
k−2R
k−(2R−1)
))
4

 1P 2B . (A.17)
A-3: DMT Analysis of the CSANC and ISANC Protocols
1) DMT at User F for Both the CSANC and ISANC Protocols: Note that the expression of
P CSANCout,F is the same as that of P
ISANC
out,F , which means that the DMT at user F for CSANC is
the same as that for ISANC. Therefore, in the following, we focus on the DMT at user F for
CSANC, while the conclusions are applicable for ISANC.
As PB →∞, we can derive from (30) that
2R →
(
PBλBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)rF
→∞. (A.18)
Next, we consider all the three possible setups of the scaling factor a and the displacement factor
b as follows.
Case 1: a > 1
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When a > 1, as PB →∞, it follows from (31) and (A.18) that k > 2R and
k → a
(
PBλBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)rF
. (A.19)
In this case, it follows from (26) and (27) that P CSANCout,F consists of two items. They are S1 ,
PrNOMA {FDF=0}×(PrNOMA {NDF=0}+ PrNOMA {NDF=1,NDN=0}) and S2 , PrNOMA{NHF=0,
FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1} (i.e., P CSANCout,F = S1 + S2). To obtain the DMT at F, based on the high
SNR expressions (A.9)∼(A.11), we first rewrite S1 with rF by using (A.18) and (A.19) as
S1 → d
α
BFd
α
BNσ
2
Fσ
2
Na
2
λBFλBN(a− 1)
(
λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)3rF 1
P 2−3rFB
. (A.20)
Next, we consider S2. Based on (A.5), one can show that
S2 ≤ e−
CNOMA
N
λBN
∫ dαBFσ2F(2R−1)
PF−PN(2R−1)
0
e
−
x
λBF
λBF

1− ∫ ∞
0
e
−
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
F(2R−1)
λNFηPBy
−
y
λBN
λBN
dy

 dx , S ′2. (A.21)
As PB →∞, using [24, Eq. (3.324.1)], [25, Eq. (9.6.11)] and [25, Eq. (9.6.7)], we can arrive at
S ′2 →
dαBFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
F
λBFλBNλNFη
ln
(
λBNλNFηPB
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
F (2
R − 1)
) (
2R − 1)2 (1 + k)
(k − (2R − 1))P 2B
. (A.22)
Rewriting (A.22) with rF using (A.18) and (A.19), we have
S ′2 →
dαBFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
Fa
λBFλBNλNFη(a− 1) ln

 λBNλNFηP 1−rFB
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
F
(
λBF
dα
BF
σ2
F
)rF

( λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)2rF 1
P 2−2rFB
. (A.23)
Since S2 ≤ S ′2, it follows from (A.20) and (A.23) that the DMT at F is (2− 3rF) in Case 1.
Case 2: a = 1, 0 < b ≤ 1
When a = 1, 0 < b ≤ 1, as PB →∞, it follows from (31) and (A.18) that k ≤ 2R and
k →
(
PBλBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)rF
. (A.24)
In this case, P CSANCout,F = S2+S3 with S3 denoting Pr
NOMA {FDF=0}×PrNOMA {NDF=0}. To obtain
the DMT at F, based on the high SNR expressions (A.9) and (A.10), we first rewrite S3 with rF
by using (A.18) and (A.24) as
S3 → d
α
BFd
α
BNσ
2
Fσ
2
N
λBFλBNb2
(
λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)4rF 1
P 2−4rFB
. (A.25)
Note that (A.22) still holds in Case 2, based on which we arrive at
S ′2 →
dαBFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
F
λBFλBNλNFηb
ln

 λBNλNFηP 1−rFB
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
F
(
λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)rF

( λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)3rF 1
P 2−3rFB
(A.26)
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by using (A.18) and (A.24) again. Noting that S2 ≤ S ′2, by combining (A.25) and (A.26), we
can determine that the DMT at F is (2− 4rF) in Case 2.
Case 3: a = 1, b > 1
When a = 1, b > 1, as PB → ∞, it follows from (31) and (A.18) that k > 2R and the
asymptotic expression (A.24) with respect to k still holds herein. In this case, the equation
P CSANCout,F = S1 + S2 holds as in Case 1 and the asymptotic expression of S
′
2 (i.e., (A.26)) holds
as in Case 2. Thus, we only need to rewrite S1 with rF by using (A.18) and (A.24) as below:
S1 → d
α
BFd
α
BNσ
2
Fσ
2
N
λBFλBNb
(
λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
)4rF 1
P 2−4rFB
. (A.27)
Since S2 ≤ S ′2, if follows from (A.26) and (A.27) that the DMT at F is (2− 4rF) in Case 3.
2) DMT at User N for the CSANC Protocol: Considering the DMT at user N, as PB →∞,
we can derive from (29) that
2R →
(
PBλBN
dαBNσ
2
N
)rN
→∞. (A.28)
Next, we consider all the three possible setups of the scaling factor a and the displacement factor
b as follows.
Case 1: a > 1
In this case, it follows from (31) and (A.28) that k > 2R and
k → a
(
PBλBN
dαBNσ
2
N
)rN
. (A.29)
By using (A.28) and (A.29), as PB →∞, it follows from (26), (A.9) and (A.11) that
P CSANCout,N →
dαBNσ
2
Na
λBN
(
λBN
dαBNσ
2
N
)2rN 1
P 1−2rNB
. (A.30)
Therefore, the DMT at N for CSANC is (1− 2rN) in Case 1.
Case 2: a = 1, 0 < b ≤ 1
When a = 1, 0 < b ≤ 1, it follows from (31) and (A.28) that k ≤ 2R and
k →
(
PBλBN
dαBNσ
2
N
)rN
. (A.31)
Note that in this case PrNOMA {NDF=1,NDN=0} = 0 holds. By using (A.28) and (A.31), as
PB →∞, it follows from (26) and (A.9) that
P CSANCout,N →
dαBNσ
2
N
λBNb
(
λBN
dαBNσ
2
N
)2rN 1
P 1−2rNB
. (A.32)
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Therefore, the DMT at N for CSANC is (1− 2rN) in Case 2.
Case 3: a = 1, b > 1
For the case a = 1, b > 1, it follows from (31) and (A.28) that k > 2R and the asymptotic
expression (A.31) with respect to k still holds herein. Next, by using (A.28) and (A.31) again,
as PB →∞, it follows from (26), (A.9) and (A.11) that
P CSANCout,N →
dαBNσ
2
N
λBN
(
λBN
dαBNσ
2
N
)2rN 1
P 1−2rNB
, (A.33)
which shows that in Case 3, the DMT at N for CSANC is still (1− 2rN).
3) DMT at User N for the ISANC Protocol: The DMT at user N for the ISANC protocol can
be determined by rewriting the derived high-SNR expression of P ISANCout,N with rN using (A.28). As
before, all the three possible setups of the scaling factor a and the displacement factor b should
be considered. The detailed derivation is omitted here due to the space limit, which is similar
to our analysis process to the DMT at user F for the CSANC and ISANC protocols above.
APPENDIX B
B-1: Probability of the Events in the OFDMA Framework
According to (16) and (17), we can obtain
PrOFDMA {NDN=0} = 1− exp
(
−d
α
BNσ
2
N(1− θ)
λBNPN
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
))
. (B.1)
PrOFDMA {NDF=1,NDN=1} = exp
(
−C
OFDMA
N
λBN
)
. (B.2)
Next, according to (20) and (21), when
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
≤ θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, we have PrOFDMA{FDF
=1,FDN=0} = 0. Otherwise, one can show that
PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=0} = e−
dαBFσ
2
Fθ
λBFPF
(
2
R
θ −1
)
− e−
dαBFσ
2
F (1−θ)
λBFPN
(
2
R
1−θ−1
)
. (B.3)
Furthermore, based on (16)∼(18), (20) and (24), using [24, Eq. (3.324.1)] again, we have
PrOFDMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}
= e
−
COFDMA
N
λBN

1− e− dαBFσ2FθλBFPF
(
2
R
θ −1
)
−
∫ dαBFσ2Fθ
PF
(
2
R
θ −1
)
0
e
−
x
λBF
λBF
ψ4(x)K1 (ψ4(x)) dx

 , (B.4)
where ψ4(x) =
√√√√4((2Rθ −1)− PFxdαBFσ2F θ
)
λBNλNFηPB
dα
BN
dα
NF
σ2
F
θ
. As stated in Section III, user N and user F are peers
in ISAOC such that the analysis of the two users is absolutely symmetrical. As thus, by
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replacing dBN, dBF, λBN, λBF, σN, σF, PN, PF, C
OFDMA
N , C
OFDMA
F and θ with dBF, dBN, λBF,
λBN, σF, σN, PF, PN, C
OFDMA
F , C
OFDMA
N and (1− θ), respectively, the analytical expressions
of PrOFDMA {FDF=0}, PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=1} and PrOFDMA {FHN=0,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1}
can be directly obtained from equations (B.1), (B.2) and (B.4), respectively. For example, from
(B.2), we can determine that
PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=1} = exp
(
−C
OFDMA
F
λBF
)
. (B.5)
B-2: High-SNR Probability of the Events in the OFDMA Framework
We define ρ ∈ (0, 1) as the percentage of the power resources that is allocated to user F (i.e.,
ρ , PF/PB). As PB approaches to infinity, (B.1) leads to
PrOFDMA {NDN=0} → d
α
BNσ
2
N(1− θ)
λBN(1− ρ)
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
) 1
PB
. (B.6)
Similarly, as PB →∞, it follows from (B.2) and (19) that(
1− PrOFDMA {NDF=1,NDN=1})→ COFDMAN
λBN
→


dαBNσ
2
N(1−θ)
λBN(1−ρ)
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
1
PB
, if (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
,
dαBNσ
2
Nθ
λBNρ
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
1
PB
, if (1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
≤ θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
.
(B.7)
In the same way, for the case
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, as PB → ∞, we can derive
from (B.3) that
PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=0} → d
α
BFσ
2
F
λBF
(
(1− θ)
(1− ρ)
(
2
R
1−θ − 1
)
− θ
ρ
(
2
R
θ − 1
)) 1
PB
. (B.8)
Next, following a similar derivation process as that in our derivation of equation (A.15), as
PB →∞, we can derive from (B.4) that
PrOFDMA {NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=1,NDN=1}
→ d
α
BFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
Fθ
2
λBFλBNλNFηρ
(
2
R
θ − 1
)2
ln


√√√√ λBNλNFηPB
dαBNd
α
NFσ
2
Fθ
(
2
R
θ − 1
)

+ 1
4


1
P 2B
. (B.9)
As stated Appendix B-1, by replacing dBN, dBF, λBN, λBF, σN, σF, PN, PF, C
OFDMA
N , C
OFDMA
F ,
ρ and θ with dBF, dBN, λBF, λBN, σF, σN, PF, PN, C
OFDMA
F , C
OFDMA
N , (1− ρ) and (1− θ),
respectively, the asymptotic expressions of PrOFDMA {FDF=0}, (1 − PrOFDMA {FDF=1,FDN=1})
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and PrOFDMA {FHN=0,NDN=0,FDF=1,FDN=1} can be directly obtained from (B.6), (B.7) and
(B.9), respectively. For example, as PB →∞, from (B.6), we can determine that
PrOFDMA {FDF=0} → d
α
BFσ
2
Fθ
λBFρ
(
2
R
θ − 1
) 1
PB
. (B.10)
B-3: Proof of Proposition 7
Since the analysis of the two users is absolutely symmetrical for ISAOC, we can directly obtain
the DMT at user N according to the derived DMT at user F. Therefore, we focus on the DMT at
user F in the following. According to (38), P ISAOCout,F consists of two items. We denote them as S7 ,
PrOFDMA {FDF=0}×(1− PrOFDMA {NDF=1,NDN=1}) and S8 , PrOFDMA{NHF=0,FDF=0,NDF=
1,NDN=1} (i.e., P ISAOCout,F = S7 + S8). Next, to determine the DMT at user F, we rewrite the two
items with rF as in Appendix A-3 as follows: According to (B.7), (B.10) and (A.18), as PB →∞,
for the case
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, we have
S7 → d
α
BFd
α
BNσ
2
Fσ
2
Nθ(1− θ)
λBFλBNρ(1− ρ)
(
λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
) rF
θ(1−θ) 1
P
2−
rF
θ(1−θ)
B
. (B.11)
On the other hand, for the case
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
≤ θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
, one can show that
S7 → d
α
BFd
α
BNσ
2
Fσ
2
Nθ
2
λBFλBNρ2
(
λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
) 2rF
θ 1
P
2−
2rF
θ
B
. (B.12)
Next, according to (B.9) and (A.18), as PB →∞, we can rewrite S8 with rF as
S8 → d
α
BFd
α
BNd
α
NFσ
4
Fθ
2
λBFλBNλNFηρ
(
λBF
dαBFσ
2
F
) 2rF
θ

ln


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NFσ
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θ

 + 14


1
P
2−
2rF
θ
B
. (B.13)
Combining (B.11) (B.12) and (B.13), we can determine that the DMT at user F can be given
by min
{
2− rF
θ(1−θ)
, 2− 2rF
θ
}
when
(1−θ)
PN
(
2
R
(1−θ) − 1
)
> θ
PF
(
2
R
θ − 1
)
. Otherwise, the DMT at
user F can be expressed as
(
2− 2rF
θ
)
, which completes the proof.
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